Separation of Cyprus Pied
Wheatear from Pied Wheatear

Peter Flint
In January 1993, the editors of British Birds took the decision to treat Pied
Wheatear Oenanthe pleschanka and Cyprus Pied Wheatear O. cypriaca as two
distinct species (Brit. Birds 86: 1-2). The purpose of this short paper is to explain
the reasons for this split and to discuss the differences between the two species.
Cyprus Pied Wheatear was formerly considered to be a race of Pied (e.g.
Meinertzhagen 1954; Vaurie 1959), being smaller in size and with males showing
minor plumage differences from the latter. In the only detailed field study of
Cyprus Pied Wheatear, however, Christensen (1974) discovered two important
differences between it and Pied Wheatear: whereas the plumage of Pied shows
strong sexual dimorphism, the plumage of female Cyprus Pied closely resembles
that of the male; and Cyprus Pied has a song quite unlike that of Pied.
Nevertheless, there may be a certain inconsistency in the interpretation of these
parameters, since Mourning Wheatear O. lugens of the race halophila shows
strong sexual plumage dimorphism, whereas the races lugens and persica do not
(the species' song also apparently varies, but how much this relates to racial
variation is insufficiently studied).
Sluys & van den Berg (1982) made a detailed comparison of Pied and Cyprus
Pied Wheatears based on museum material and sonagrams. They confirmed the
differences in plumage, size and song, noted the lack of gene flow, and concluded
that Cyprus Pied is best considered a separate species. This view has gained
general acceptance (e.g. Hollom et al. 1988; Jonsson 1992; Svensson 1992).
In addition to the differences mentioned by Sluys & van den Berg (1982),
Cyprus Pied occupies a much wider range of breeding habitats than Pied, in
particular forest and woodland (Flint & Stewart 1983), and more typically
delivers its song from a tree or other elevated perch (Cramp 1988).
Song
The song of Pied Wheatear is composed of short, varied, typical Oenanthe
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phrases: whistled, smacking, chattering, trilling and strangled sounds; mimicry of
other bird species is also typical (Cramp 1988). The song of Cyprus Pied is a
monotonous, noisy, harsh buzzing or sawing 'bizz-bizz-bizz . . .', often markedly
continuous and recalling a grasshopper or cicada (Bannerman & Bannerman
1958; Christensen 1974; Bergmann 1983).
Pied Wheatear sings from trees, rocks and high perches and in a high song
flight (Cramp 1988). Although song flights are mentioned for Cyprus Pied
(Bannerman & Bannerman 1958; S. J. Christensen in litt.), this species almost
invariably sings from a song post, usually a tree top, although also from buildings,
boulders and overhead wires (Christensen 1974; Bergmann 1983; Flint & Stewart
1983). The song posts used by Cyprus Pied are often very high (Bannerman &
Bannerman 1958). Oliver (1990) found the lowest to have a minimum effective
height in at least one direction of over 4 m, and believed that the species' song
posts are typically very much higher than those used by any other West Palearctic
wheatear.
Size
Cyprus Pied averages 10% shorter-winged, 5% shorter-tailed and 20% less in
body mass than Pied. The wing of male Pied is longer than that of all female and
nearly all male Cyprus Pied, there being only a small overlap in the males' winglength ranges (around 89-92 mm). The wing of Cyprus Pied is also more
rounded (Sluys & van den Berg 1982; Cramp 1988; Flint & Stewart 1992).

Plumage
Spring and summer
In spring and summer, males of the two
species are rather similar (plates 56 & 57), but
the black of Cyprus Pied is deeper, slightly
more glossy, more extensive on the lower back
and slightly more so on the upper breast, and
the black tail band is somewhat wider. Cyprus
Pied also has slightly warmer and more
extensive buff-cinnamon on the underparts,
but this coloration is held for only a brief
period, through March and early April, and by
June the underparts are largely white. The cap
is white on both species, but in March adult
male Cyprus Pied retains some dull black
feather tips, whereas on adult male Pied the
tips are grey-brown. On first-summer males,
the crown on Cyprus Pied is sometimes still
largely black in March-April (largely greybrown on some Pied) (Cramp 1988). By May,
however, most male Cyprus Pied show a
practically pure white crown, though some,
probably first-summers, retain a few dark
spots throughout the breeding season
(Christensen 1974). On Pied, the white of the
nape extends slightly but noticeably onto the
upper mantle (Clement 1987), whereas on

Cyprus Pied the upper mantle is black
(Svensson 1992); because of this, and the
usually more extensive black on the breast of
Cyprus Pied, the junction between the black of
the sides of the head and neck and the black
of the mantle and wings usually appears
narrower on Pied than on Cyprus Pied. Note,
incidentally, that extensive hybridisation
occurs between Pied Wheatear and Blackeared Wheatear O. hispanica, and such
interbreeding populations show a bewildering
variety of plumages (Cramp 1988).
In spring, Cyprus Pied females (plates 58,
59 & 60) show considerable variation, adult
females appearing closely similar to the males,
but with a brownish-black or dull black
mantle, a greyish-black or dark grey-brown
forehead, crown and nape and a whitish
supercilium which may continue as a whitish
line across the base of the nape. First-summer
females differ from the adult females, having a
more extensively grey-brown cap, a browner
and less well-defined supercilium and browner
upperparts (Christensen 1974; Cramp 1988).
They are not closely similar to the males and
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The inclusion of figs. 1 & 2 and plates 56-62 in colour has been subsidised
by Carl Zeiss Ltd, sponsor of the British Birds Rarities Committee.
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Fig. 1. FACING PAGE Male Pied Wheatears Oenanthe pleschanka (left-hand birds and tails)
and male Cyprus Pied Wheatears O. cypriaca (right-hand birds and tails). Top, adult
summer males (inset at left, pale-throated form of Pied, 'vittatd; inset at right, example showing
extreme of dark crown of cypriaca); centre, adult winter males; lower, first-winter males; bottom,
tails and rumps, showing differences between the two species in extent of white rump, and, for
each species, the range of variability. (Brian J. Small)
Fig. 2. ABOVE Female Pied Wheatears Oenanthe pleschanka (left-hand birds) and female
Cyprus Pied Wheatears O. cypriaca (right-hand birds). Top, adult summer females in
March/April (inset heads show variability; for cypriaca at right, upper head April, lower head
May); centre, adult winter females; bottom, first-winter females. (Brian J. Smalt)
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Fig. 3. Closed and open wings of adult summer male Cyprus Pied Wheatear Oenanthe
cypriaca (upper two) and Pied Wheatear O. pleschanka (lower two). Note differences in
primary extension and wing shape. {Brian J. Smalt)
on arrival in Cyprus (in April) may appear
quite different. Cyprus Pied females in spring
are thus usually much darker than female Pied
(plate 61). The palest first-summer female
Cyprus Pied are, however, about as dark as the
darkest adult female Pied (Cramp 1988).
Autumn

and

During the breeding season, Cyprus Pied
females, through wear, become blacker on the
mantle and whiter on the forehead and nape,
and by late June and July the majority closely
resemble the males and are sometimes
indistinguishable (Christensen 1974).

winter

On Cyprus Pied Wheatear, the differences
between winter and summer plumages are less
well marked than on Pied Wheatear (Small
1994). Adult winter males of Cyprus Pied
(plate 62) differ from those of Pied (plate 63)
in being generally more blackish on the
forehead, crown and nape, mantle, throat and
upper breast, and in having a more prominent
and extensive whitish supercilium and deeper
rusty-huff or orange-buff on the lower breast
and belly.
Adult female Cyprus Pied in fresh winter
plumage closely resemble the adult winter
males and are thus much darker than any Pied
female. First-winter Cyprus Pied generally
resemble the winter adults, but are less black
above and have broader pale fringes to the
mantle and, particularly, to the dark bib, partly
obscuring the latter (Christensen 1974); they
also are darker than correspondingly plumaged
Pied. In fresh winter plumage (late July

onwards) the lower breast of adult and firstyear Cyprus Pied can be quite orange, even
recalling Common Redstart Phoenicurus
phoenicurus, and such individuals can be
puzzling when first encountered. This deep
colour soon fades, however, and by late
autumn is little brighter than that of similar
Pied (S. J. Christensen in litt.).
Juvenile Cyprus Pied is darker than juvenile
Pied (Cramp 1988). During June to at least
early August, juvenile Cyprus Pied has a
broad black tail band of even width, whereas
the adult tail pattern has more black on tail
feather 6 (this difference is illustrated in
Christensen 1974, page 50); this suggests the
possibility of a post-juvenile tail moult (not
recorded for Pied), but further field study is
needed to confirm this (S. J. Christensen in
litt.).
The tail pattern of male Pied is rather
variable, and many (30 individuals out of 80
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examined) have the black on one or more of
tail feathers 2-5 reduced to black spots (plate
64), but this pattern is unusual on male
Cyprus Pied (being shown by only one of 16
males). Few females of either species show
reduced black, only two of 20 Pied and one of
nine Cyprus Pied (Sluys & van den Berg
1982).
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In all plumages, the usually more extensive
white on the lower back of Pied Wheatear
(plate 63) is a useful character. The distance
from the black of the back to the black of the
central tail is (on males) 25-40 mm on Pied
and 20-25 mm on Cyprus Pied (Cramp
1988).

A recent paper by Small (1994) compared in far more detail the plumages of
Pied and Cyprus Pied Wheatears.
Breeding habitat
Pied Wheatear breeds in open country, usually where shrubs and small trees are
present, and where there are boulders, cliffs, hills or rocky outcrops (Cramp
1988). Cyprus Pied Wheatear breeds in almost all non-wetland habitats in
Cyprus, being most abundant in the hills and mountains, particularly in rough
open areas with scattered trees and in the usually rather open mountain
woodlands and forests (Flint & Stewart 1983; Massa & Catalisano 1986). Its
breeding density, especially in the hills and mountains, is often extremely high
(Bannerman & Bannerman 1958; Christensen 1974), apparently much higher
than is usual for Pied Wheatear. Cyprus Pied also breeds very commonly around
human habitations (Flint & Stewart 1983), apparently more so than does Pied.
The wide habitat range of Cyprus Pied is illustrated by the results of a census
of the species breeding in a succession of natural habitats in Cyprus, from open
grassland to mature woodland: of the 34 species encountered, Cyprus Pied was
the only one to occur in every habitat surveyed (Massa & Catalisano 1986).
Where Cyprus Pied occurs in woodland, it apparently occupies a niche similar to
that exploited elsewhere in the West Palearctic by the Common Redstart (Oliver
1990).
Breeding
Cyprus Pied Wheatear begins breeding earlier than does Pied Wheatear, young
of the former fledging from early May and of the latter from late May. Pied is
normally single-brooded, but two broods have been recorded in the case of
Cyprus Pied, and the extended breeding season of the latter (young fledging until
at least early July) suggests that two broods may be not uncommon. Both sexes
of Cyprus Pied Wheatear incubate, in contrast to Pied Wheatear, of which only
the female incubates. There have been no detailed breeding studies of Cyprus
Pied, and it is not known whether its incubation periods and fledging periods
differ from those of Pied (Cramp 1988; Flint & Stewart 1992).
Distribution
The Pied Wheatear breeds in eastern Bulgaria, eastern Romania, southern Russia
and in a broad band across Central Asia to Mongolia and northern China. It
winters in East Africa and in southwest Arabia. Asian breeders thus migrate
southwest in autumn. The spring migration occurs from mid February to mid
May and the autumn passage from August to early November. It migrates mainly

Plate 56. First-summer/adult male Pied Wheatear Oenanthe pleschanka, Israel, early April
1993 (R. J. Chandler)

Plates 57 & 58. Pair of Cyprus Pied Wheatears Oenanthe cypriaca, adult male (above) and
adult female (below), Cyprus, May 1992 (Kevin Carbon)

Plate 59. Adult female Cyprus Pied Wheatear, Cyprus, April 1991 (Darren Frost)

Plate 60. Adult female Cyprus Pied Wheatear, Israel, March 1989 (R. J. Chandler)

Plates 61 & 62. Above, adult female Pied Wheatear, Bahrain, March/April 1983 (M. R.
Hilt); below, Cyprus P i e d W h e a t e a r , p r o b a b l e adult m a l e , C y p r u s , O c t o b e r 1990
(Peter Flint)
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Plate 63. Adult male Pied Wheatear Oenanthe pleschanka, Grampian, October 1976 (Alan
Knox). The white on the lower back is more extensive than that shown by Cyprus Pied
Wheatear.

through Afghanistan, northern Baluchistan, Iran, Iraq and Arabia (Cramp 1988).
It was formerly believed to be an uncommon passage migrant through the eastern
two-thirds of Turkey, but this belief is now confounded by the discovery that
Cyprus Pied is apparently of regular occurrence in Turkey (Martins 1989).
The status of Pied Wheatear in Israel is also confused. Paz (1987) referred to
it as a rare passage migrant, but did not separate the two species, while Hovel
(1987) listed, incorrectly, only Cyprus Pied. Shirihai (in press) states that Pied is
a very rare to rare passage migrant, mainly in spring, and Cyprus Pied a very rare
to locally scarce passage migrant, again mainly in spring. For Egypt, Goodman
& Meininger (1989) listed both species as rare or uncommon visitors, but stated
that some of the records of Pied are likely to be referable to Cyprus Pied. In view
of the elevation of Cyprus Pied Wheatear to specific rank, it is probable that
records of Pied Wheatear from other countries in the Middle East and East Africa
will need to be reviewed. Pied has never been recorded from Cyprus (Flint &
Stewart 1992), although a few possibly pass through, overlooked among the
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Plate 64. Adult male
P i e d Wheatear Oenanthe
pleschanka, Grampian, October 1976 (Alan Knox). This
tail pattern of greatly reduced
black on one or more of the
second to fifth tail feathers is
shown by many male Pied
Wheatears, but is unusual on
male Cyprus Pied Wheatear.

abundant Cyprus Pied. The Pied Wheatear is a rare vagrant to Britain and
Europe, mainly in late autumn (Lewington et al. 1991).
Cyprus Pied breeds on Cyprus (the only wheatear to do so), wintering in
southern Sudan and Ethiopia. It arrives on Cyprus mainly from late March into
April, and departs in August-October. It is a scarce visitor to Israel and Egypt
(and apparently also to Lebanon: Benson 1970, page 200), and has been
recorded from Saudi Arabia and Syria (Cramp 1988). Cole & Flint (1970)
suggested that small numbers of overshooting migrants might occur on the south
coast of Turkey in spring, and this has proved to be so (Martins 1989), but there
are no records from any country north or west of Turkey (Cramp 1988). Cyprus
Pied Wheatear is probably several hundred times less numerous than Pied, and
is a shorter-distance, north-to-south migrant; the chances of its occurring in
western Europe must be small.
Discussion
The Pied Wheatear is a continental breeder and the Cyprus Pied is an endemic
island breeder, and that is probably the basic reason for the differences between
them. The wider habitat range and simpler song of Cyprus Pied are both
characters of island birds (Flint & Stewart 1983). The differences between the
insular climate of Cyprus and the more northerly continental climate throughout
the breeding range of Pied probably explain the darker plumage and smaller size
of Cyprus Pied. Birds from hotter and more humid areas tend to be darker, and
those from hotter areas to be smaller, and the climate of Cyprus is both hotter
and more humid, with a lower diurnal temperature range and considerably higher
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night temperatures, than that experienced by breeding Pied. A higher breeding
density is characteristic of island birds and of smaller species, the former perhaps
because of the absence of close competitors, and both are probably factors in the
apparently much higher breeding density of Cyprus Pied.
Many centuries of clearance and overgrazing have deforested most of Cyprus.
The island was formerly largely covered in forest and woodland, not only in the
mountains, but also extensively on low ground (Holmboe 1914), and this may
have been a factor in the evolution of the more arboreal nature of Cyprus Pied
Wheatear.
Pied Wheatear and Black-eared Wheatear form a superspecies (Voous 1960),
but it is Black-eared, not Pied, which breeds north of Cyprus (in Turkey) and
which is a common migrant through Cyprus. This suggests that the boundary
between Black-eared and Pied may once have been farther west than it is today.
A subsequent eastward movement in that boundary would have enabled Cyprus
Pied to evolve in isolation from Pied.
The lack of detailed field study of Cyprus Pied Wheatear prior to that of
Christensen (1974) has meant that its distinctiveness was recognised only quite
recently. It has been little studied, perhaps because it is so abundant and
widespread on Cyprus that observers there tend, to some extent, to take it for
granted, one author of an earlier generation even considering it a nuisance—'this
infernal chat' (McNeile 1952). It is hoped that the Cyprus Pied Wheatear will
now attract further study, for, as pointed out by Christensen, there is still much
to be learned about it.
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Summary
Cyprus Pied Wheatear Oenanthe cypriaca is now generally regarded as a separate species from
Pied Wheatear O. pleschanka, lacking the latter's strong sexual plumage dimorphism and having
a very different song (given from a song post, almost never in flight); it is also smaller, and
occupies a wider range of breeding habitats (including, especially, woodland). Plumage
differences between the two are relatively minor, but Cyprus Pied is generally darker and in all
plumages usually shows less white on the lower back than Pied. The evolution of Cyprus Pied
is briefly discussed, drawing attention to the effects of island endemism.
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